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Week , 201430

Tesco Plc’s (TSCO) new chief Dave Lewis faces an uphill battle to turn around 
Britain’s largest retailer. For the Unilever veteran, it’s familiar territory.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark index on course to gain for 
a second day, as Japanese markets reopened after a holiday. Materials and 
energy firms led the advance.

Tokyo’s stock exchange will allow smaller price increments on shares of 
about 80 of Japan’s biggest companies from today as the bourse seeks to win 
back business from private trading venues.

21 July

Apple Inc. (AAPL) said quarterly profit rose 12 percent to $7.75 billion, with a 
jump in iPhone and Mac sales helping to make up for a drop in iPad demand.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index extending gains from a six-year 
high, after U.S. inflation data eased concern over the outlook for Federal 
Reserve interest-rate increases. Indonesia’s rupiah climbed and zinc rose a 
third day, while crude oil fell.

BHP Billiton Ltd. (BHP), the world’s biggest mining company, said fourth-
quarter iron ore output gained 19 percent, beating analyst expectations, and 
flagged increased production this fiscal year after expanding mines.

22 July

Google Inc. (GOOG) risks a fresh round of criticism after its attempts to apply 
a court ruling giving citizens the right to be forgotten backfired, Ireland’s data 
watchdog said ahead of an industry summit with European Union privacy 
chiefs.

McGraw Hill Financial Inc. (MHFI) said it received a notice from the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission that the regulator may seek an 
enforcement action tied to six commercial-mortgage backed securities that 
its Standard & Poor’s division graded in 2011.

Asian stocks climbed, led by Hong Kong shares, as a preliminary Chinese 
factory gauge signaled the strongest expansion in 18 months. New Zealand’s 
dollar slid after the central bank said its strength is “unjustified” while the 
South Korean won retreated.

South Korea unveiled 11.7 trillion won ($11.4 billion) in government initiatives 
to shore up Asia’s fourth-largest economy after growth slumped to the 
weakest pace in more than a year in the second quarter.

23 July

Ford Motor Co. (F) is finally making money in Europe. The automaker, which 
hasn’t made a profit on the continent in three years, returned to the black last 
quarter after workers in Germany agreed to waive their bonuses.

Ford Motor Co. (F) is finally making money in Europe. The automaker, which 
hasn’t made a profit on the continent in three years, returned to the black last 
quarter after workers in Germany agreed to waive their bonuses.

Asian stocks outside Japan dropped, with a gauge of Chinese shares in Hong 
Kong paring its weekly advance, and U.S. futures slid. Indonesia’s rupiah 
weakened a second day versus the dollar, while copper trimmed a weekly 
gain.

Thailand’s baht was headed for a fifth weekly gain, its longest winning streak 
in more than a year, as overseas investors pumped $2 billion into the local 
bond market in the last four days.

24 July

The gulf between demand for property and supply in Britain’s buoyant housing 
market may be set to narrow, a survey by Halifax shows today.

Hedge funds increased their bets on a gold rally, just before prices fell for 
a second week as an accelerating U.S. economy outweighed concern that 
violence between Russia and Ukraine will escalate.

Asian stocks rose, with a gauge of Chinese shares in Hong Kong heading 
toward a bull market, Australian bonds climbed and oil slipped as investors 
await data on U.S. services before the Federal Reserve meets this week. 
Soybeans and corn rallied.

West Texas Intermediate crude fell for the fourth time in five days amid 
speculation that economic data may signal slowing growth in the U.S., the 
world’s biggest oil consumer. Brent also dropped in London.

25 July


